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Homogeneous Potentials

by
*

R. K. Getoor

The purpose of this note is a tentative study of supermartingales within the

framework of Knight’s prediction process as developed by Meyer [4] and Meyer and

Yor [.5] in the Seminar X. If Y is a homogeneous process which has a certain

property relative to a fixed measure p , then one might hope that, because of

the homogeneity of Y, , at least in some cases, this property would "propagate"

along the prediction process. In Section 1 we show that the property of being a

right continuous supermartingale (subject to secondary hypotheses) does, indeed,

propagate along the prediction process. In particular, if Y is a ~ potential,

the predictable increasing process A which generates Y behaves nicely under

shifts. See (2.3). In Section 3 we show that the regularity of Y also propa-

gates.

Conceptually one may derive these facts by representing Y = where

is the prediction process and g is excessive for this process, and then

applying standard facts for Markov processes. However, it seems to be difficult

to carry out the details of this approach. In the present note we attack the

problem directly, and confine ourselves to some remarks about the connection with

Markov processes in Section 4.

*This research was supported, in part, by NSF Grant MCS76-80623.
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1. Homogeneous Supermartingales.

We assume that the reader is familiar with the papers of Meyer [~4] and

Meyer and Yor [~5] on prediction processes. We adopt the definitions and notations

of Meyer and Yor ~5~ without special mention except to recall the following: E

is a Polish space and 03A9 is the space of all cadlag functions from R+ to

E U ~a~ where a is an absorbing point. Also M=M U ~0~ where M1 is the

space of all probability measures on (~, F~). Moreover Q may be given a com-

pact metrizable topology for which F is the Borel field, and if M is given

the weak topology of measures (i.e. the topology of weak (etroite) convergence on

Q), then M is a compact metrizable space and its Borel field M is generated

by the maps ~ -~ t~(A) with A E F~, Finally P and 0 denote the predictable

and optional 03C3-algebras over the filtration (03A9, F0t+, F0). We adopt the conven-

tion that a stopping time is an {F~+) stopping time unless explicitly stated

otherwise. Although we shall try to give explicit references to ~4~ or [.5] as

needed, the reader of this paper should be familiar with the basic notation of

~4 ~ and ~5 ~.

A process Y = (Yt) is called homogeneous provided Yt° 6s identi-

cally for t,s ~ 0. If Y is homogeneous, then Yt =~:Y~° 8t for all t  O.

(These are essentially the algebraically copredictable processes of Azema.)

(1.1) Proposition. Let let Y be a bounded, homogeneous, optional

process. Suppose that (i) t -~ Yt is ~ almost surely right continuous on

~0, ~~ , and (ii) Y is a supermartingale over (~, F~+, F~, w). Then there

exists a set ~0 E F~ with ~,(~~ ) = 0 such that if tu~ ~~ and then

~. = E M and properties (i) and (ii) hold with ~, replaced j~v ~ .

Proof. First of all there exists a with ~,(~) = 0 such that if

and then M . This follows from Lemma 2 of ~4 ~.

It is well known that (i) and (ii) imply that is, in fact, cadlag on

~[ almost surely . Let
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A = (w: t-Y t (w) is cadlag}.

By (18-b) page 145 of [2], Therefore the process (t, w)-Z"(w, is

optional. If R is a stopping time, then (d03C9)Z R(03C9, Ac) = But

is the set of those w such that t-Y (S W)=Y (w) is not cadlag.
- 1 c t R 

t+R

Hence (03B8-1RAc) = 0 and SO (t, w) - z"(w, Ac) is  evanescent. Therefore

there exists 03A92 ~ F0 with (03A92) = 0 such that if 03C9~03A92 and r » 0, t - Y t (.)
is cadlag Z"(w) almost surely.

r

Next fix t and s in lR. Let F(X, w) be the indicator of

ix, W>: z/W, Yt) >YsW>I Then F measurable, and so

((r, w), w) - F(Z£(w), w) is 0 X F0 measurable. Therefore

(1.2) G(r, w) = w)~ r r

is optional. If R is a stopping time, then using Lemma 4 and Theorem 2 of [5],

~ >(ddJ)G(Rl’dJ), °) " ~ 
~ "i’~ ~t~ ~ = "i~~/+R~°’ ~t~ ~ °

But  almost surely

~~~~~’~ ~~~ = = ~~~~~~~~ ~~~s+R)+~ ~ 

and consequently the process G(r, w) is  evanescent. Therefore there exists

Q t,S E F0 with (03A9t,s) = 0 and such that if w£ Q 
t,S 

and r > 0, then letting

one has almost surely X
r
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(1. 3) ~F~+~ = ZS ( ~ , Ys .

(1.4) Remark. So far we have not used the fact that Y is bounded and every-

thing we have done is valid if, for example, Y ~ 0 rather than bounded.

Now let Do = 03A91 ~ 03A92 ~  03A9t,s where Q+ denotes the 

rationals. Then (03A90) = 0. Let 03C9~ Do and r Z 0, and set A = Then

03BB ~ M1 and t~Yt is cadlag almost surely 03BB . Given t, choose

sequences of rationals (tn) and (sn) decreasing strictly to t and s. Then

from (1.3) one has A almost surely

(1.5) ~ IFg +~ s Ys . .
n n n n

But Ys .~ Ys almost surely ~ , and writing the leftside of (1.5) as
n

+~ + A ~Y + +~
n n n n

it follows easily that the leftside of (1.5) approaches in L~’(A).
Thus Yt is a supermartingale over (~, F~+, ~), completing the proof of (1.1).

(1.6) Corollar . Suppose, in addition to the hypotheses of (1.1), that Y is

a  otential; that is, Y~0 and (Yt)~0 as Then Do chosen

so that Y is a A otential for 03BB = when and 

Proof. Let S2 be the exceptional set 03A90 in (1.1). If and 

then Yt) decreases as t increases since (Yt) is a supermartingale

with respect to ~), Let G (w) = lim inf Y ). Then G is optional.
r r r n
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If R is a stopping time,

~ (GR) 5 = 0 ,
n

and so G is -evanescent. Thus if 11 ~ F0 is such that (*)=0 and

Gr(w) = 0 for all and then 03A90=03A9*~* satisfies the conditions

of (1.6).

(1.7) Remark. Proposition 1.1 remains valid if we suppose rather than

bounded. To see this let Y = n. Then by (1.1) and (1.4) we may choose

with such that with and then

is cadlag almost surely ~ and each Yn is a supermartingale with respect

. Clearly this implies ~~Yt~~Fs+~ 5 Ys, * and so Y is a ~l supermartin-

gale provided for all t. For this it suffices that  oo .

But by a now familiar argument j~(r, w): YO) # is ~, evanenscent.

Thus we may modify Q so that YO) = Yr(w) if and 

This establishes the above assertion.

(1.8) Remark. Suppose and class (D) relative to w rather than bounded.

One would like to be able to choose the exceptional set f~0 so that Y is class

(D) relative to all J~ = Zr (w); w~ ~, r  O. Let R = inf ~t: Y Then R
is an (F) stopping time for each and if (Y ) is a ~ supermartin-

gale, then Y is of class (D) relative to ~ provided ~(YR ) -~ 0 as 

n

See VI-T20 of ~3~. Suppose that is right continuous for each w E ~ .

Under this assumption each Rn is an (Fa+) stopping time. If w ~ ~ and

then YR) decreases with n. Since R is F0 measurable
n

(r, w) -* R ) is optional, and hence so is G ((jo) = liminf Y ).
But for any stopping time R one has and so

~ (GR) S lim inf W(YR+R o 9 ) ~ lim inf w(YR ) = 0,
n R n
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Therefore, in this case, G evanescent, and hence we may modify ~Q so

that Y is of class (D) relative to all r  O. However, if

Y is only ~ almost surely right continuous, then Rn, although an (Ft)
stopping time, need not be F measurable, and so the process G defined above

may not be optional. It is still the case that ~(GR) = 0 for all stopping times

R (Lemma 4 of ~5~), but without knowing that G is, at least, ~ indistinguish-

able from an optional process I do not see how to draw the desired conclusion

from this fact.

2. The Genera ting Increasing Predictable Process.

In this section we fix and suppose that Y satisfies the hypotheses

of (1.1) and, in addition, is a ~ potential - we shall simply call such a process

a bounded, homogeneous,  potential in the sequel. Let 03A90 be the exceptional

set in Corollary 1.6. Since It+ X (~- ~) is a Borel subset of the

Polish space ’1R+ X ~. Let M be the image of (~-~- ) in M under the

map (t, (jo) -~ Since this map is Borel (i.e. = B(TR ) X _ FG measurable), M 
P

is analytic in M. Finally we add the single point  to M if it is not

already there. Thus M is an analytic subset of M such that for each 

Y is a ~ potential and Z~(w) for all and (The "p" in

Mp is for potential.) If M is the Borel 03C3-algebra of the subspace M of

M, then M is just the trace of M on M .
If we imitate the construction of the predictable increasing process gener-

ating a class (D) potential in Dellacherie (V-T49 in j~l]), keeping track at each

stage of the dependence on h , , one obtains the following result.

(2.1) Proposition. There exists a positive function defined on

M X 03A9 such that;
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(i) For each (~, w) E M X ~ , A~(w) = 0 and is r-ight- - P

continuous and increasing. For each h E M , is adapted to (F~+)’- P =t+

(ii) (~, t, w) -~ At(w) is M X X FC measurable and
t r’ 

=P = = "’._

(?~, w) -~ is M X FC measurable for each E > 0.

(iii) For each A E M , A03BB is 03BB indistinguishable from the right

continuous predictable (relative to the filtration (F03BB)) process generating Y
- =t

with re- spect, to X .

It follows from (2.1-iii) that Yt = almost surely 03BB. The

next result shows the behavior of At under shifts and reflects the fact that Y

is homogeneous.

(2.3) Proposition. Let T be a stopping time. Then the processes

!~ (~ ZT ( w)
AT(w) and (6Tw) are w indistinguishable.

Proof. For each 03BB ~ Mu and h > 0, Z03BBt(., Y ) is an optional version of the
p t h

supermartingale Introduce the approximate Laplacians (see V-53

of [1]),

( 2 . 4 ) A03BB, h - 1 
[Ys- Z03BBs (., Y ) ]d s .

Let T be a stopping time. Then (T-54 of ~1~),

(2.5) in Q(L1(~), L~(~)) as h-~0 . °

Clearly At’h is F0t+ measurable, and so is measurable.
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Also is F~+ measurable. Now fix t and T and let F be a bounded

F~ measurable function. Then

(2.6) = 

Let U be a bounded measurable version of for example,

U=K t+T(., F). Then by Theorem 1 of [5] there exists a bounded function

w) on 03A9 X 03A9 such that (i) U is F0T- X F0 measurable, (ii) for each cu,

U(w, .) is Ft+ measurable, and (iii) U(cu) =U(tu, identically. Therefore

= 

while from (2.4)

(2.7) h / t 
0

= ) /~ 
0

where the last equality holds ~ almost surely because of Theorem 2 in But

the last integral in (2.7) is just (8Tw), and so conditioning with

respect to F~+ we may write

(2.8) J(h) _ (w)U (w, w) . °

almost surely and so by (2.5) the integral over w
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in (2.8) approaches

w)

as h-*0 almost surely  in cu . Majorize the integral over w in (2.8)

by ’U)

/’ )p)) / dw)A~T (w) ~ ~U~Z T(03C9, Y0) ,

since the potential generated by A ’ is dominated by that generated by A

for each 03BB ~ Mp. But ZT{., is  integrable and hence from (2.8)

(2.9) J(h) -~ (w)U((M, w) _ 

as 

For each s> 0, (B, is Mp X F0t+~ measurable and so

(~, is Mp measurable. Hence is

F t+T+~ for each e > 0 and consequently it is measurable. Therefore,

recalling the definition of U, we obtain from (2.9)

lim J(h) = 
h-0 7 t

On the other hand from the first equality in (2.6) and (2.5) we obtain

lim J(h) = ~{dw) ~At+T{~) AT{w) ~F{~) .
h-0 V

Since F was an arbitrary bounded F measurable function this gives
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_ ~ _ 

almost surely ~,. But E Mp almost surely ~, and so both sides are right

continuous in t almost surely ~,. This completes the proof of (2.3).

(2.10) Remark. In this section we have made no explicit use of the boundedness

of Y. Thus in light of (1.8) the results of this section are valid if we replace

the assumption that Y is bounded by the assumption that Y is a class (D)

relative to  and that is right continuous for each 

3. Regularity..

In this section we suppose that Y is a bounded, homogeneous, ~ potential

and that Y is  regular. The fact that Y is ~, regular is equivalent to

the statement that is continuous ~, almost surely. Let ~, M, and
t -u p

A03BBt be as in Section 2. We shall show that we can modify 03A90 and M 
P 

so that

Y is 03BB regular for each A E M .
P

To this end first note that M X FO is the trace of M X FO on M X ~.
=P _ _ _ p

Let

D = w) E M X ~: is not continuous} .

In light of {2.1-ii), G = ID is X measurable, and hence there exists a

G : [0, 1] which is M X F measurable and such that G is the restric-

tion of G * to M X 03A9. Then w) and G*(Z t(03C9), w) are  indistin-

guishable since ~ almost surely for all t ~ 0, E Mp. Consequently

{3.1) = w)
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is  indistinguishable from an optional process (i.e. 0  measurable),

because if one replaces G by G in (3.1) the corresponding process is

optional. If T is a stopping time, then using Lemma 4 of [5] we have

= ~ 8Tw}

- ~ ~u~: (6Tw) is not continuous)

= ~~w: t-~A~’ t+T (cu) - w) is not continuous),

where the last equality follows from (2.3). But the last displayed probability

is zero since Y is ~ regular, and so H is  evanescent. Therefore we may

modify 03A90 and correspondingly Mp so that Y is a 03BB re ular otential for

all and such that 00 and M still have the properties set forth in

the first ara ra h of Section 2.

If one carefully imitates the corresponding arguments in the case of a

continuous additive functional of a Markov process one can prove the following

result.

(3.2) Proposition. For 03BB~M let T03BB = inf (t: A03BBt>0}. Let

F = 03BB(T03BB = 0) = 1} and D03BB = inf{t>0; Z03BBt~F}. Then  almost surely

T =D  and the support of the measure dAt on IR+ is the closure in 1R+ of

(t: F).

4. Concluding Remarks.

For each ~M1, the process F0t+, ) is strong Markov with state

space M and semigroup
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4.i> x> = x ig zX> i .

Here g: M-R is M measurable and bounded or positive. See Theorem 3 of [4]

and Theorem 2 of [5]. Suppose Y is a bounded, homogeneous, optional process.

Define g: M- R bY g (X) = 03BB(Y0). Then for each X E M1,

(4.2) g(Zt) = Zt(.’ YO) = 03BB[Yt |F0t+] = Yt

almost surely X . Since (4.2) is valid with t replaced by a stopping time T

and both sides of (4.2) are optional, it follows that Y and g(Z03BBt) are X

indistinguishable. Now fix  in M1 and suppose that Y is a bounded, homo-

geneous, > potential. If X EM, then using (4.2)
P

4.3> = x%zE>i = 03BB(Yt) ~ xYo> = gx>

since Y is a X potential. Clearly Jtg(03BB)~g(03BB) as t - 0 when 03BB~Mp, and

so g is excessive for the semigroup (J ) - except that we have Jtg ~ g and

Jtg ~ g only on M . Since Yt is > indistinguishable from g(Zf), the
t p t

results in the earlier sections just mirror the well known facts concerning

excessive functions of a Markov process.
-

This becomes even clearer if we introduce the space Q = MX03A9 and define

~t~’~~ = ~t~~’ ’~ = 

- - - ~
~t~’~ ~ ~t~~’ ’~ ~ ~~t~’~’ ~t’~ °

It is immediate that for each 03BB~M1 the process (Z ) is Markov with respect
t

to the law 03BB X X on Q and has semigroup (J t ). Now Lemma 7 of [4] becomes
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(4.4) 

and, in the context of (2.3), writing At(w) = w) =At(w) we have

(4.5) At + °

Thus A is an "additive functional" for the process Z. Unfortunately (4.4) and

(4.5) are not identities. For each X and t they are identities in s up to

~. indistinguishability. It is not clear to me that the exceptional set can be

chosen independent of t let alone À.

This suggests that, perhaps, the theory of Markov processes should be

re-worked in enough generality to cover situations of this type. On the other

hand, most likely, it is simpler to use ad hoc methods as in this note.
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